Deliverable D1
- The library catalogue is converted according to BIBFRAME 2.0 (including additional vocabularies and ontologies as needed)
- The linked data descriptions created in the conversion are reconciled and linked to original Share URIs, and published on the discovery portal

Deliverable D2
- The library receives the file from the Cluster Knowledge Base with the clusters of linked data entities including original Share URIs, URIs from external sources and variant forms
- The data from the Cluster Knowledge Base is published on the discovery portal and on the triple store

Deliverable D3
- The original library records are converted to BIBFRAME 2.0 (including other vocabularies and ontologies as needed), enriched with URIs from external sources and delivered to the library

Deliverable D4
- The MARC records from the library catalogue are enriched with original Share URIs and URIs from external sources, and published on the discovery portal